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Masking by harmonic complexes depends on the frequency content of the masker and its phase
spectrum. Harmonic complexes created with negative Schroeder phases �component phases
decreasing with increasing frequency� produce more masking than those with positive Schroeder
phases �increasing phase� in humans, but not in birds. The masking differences in humans have been
attributed to interactions between the masker phase spectrum and the phase characteristic of the
basilar membrane. In birds, the similarity in masking by positive and negative Schroeder maskers,
and reduced masking by cosine-phase maskers �constant phase�, suggests a phase characteristic that
does not change much along the basilar papilla. To evaluate this possibility, the rate of phase change
across masker bandwidth was varied by systematically altering the Schroeder algorithm. Humans
and three species of birds detected tones added in phase to a single component of a harmonic
complex. As observed in earlier studies, the minimum amount of masking in humans occurred for
positive phase gradients. However, minimum masking in birds occurred for a shallow negative
phase gradient. These results suggest a cochlear delay in birds that is reduced compared to that
found in humans, probably related to the shorter avian basilar epithelia. © 2006 Acoustical Society
of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.2151816�

PACS number�s�: 43.80.Lb, 43.66.Gf �JAS� Pages: 1251–1259
I. INTRODUCTION

While the representation of the spectral characteristics of
sound along the avian basilar papilla is fairly well under-
stood, less is known about how temporal information is pro-
cessed along the papilla. Yet, the acoustic communication
system of birds involves some of the most temporally com-
plex acoustic signals in nature and it is becoming increas-
ingly clear that birds perceive much of this complexity. In
mammals, there is considerable evidence of an interaction
between the spectral and temporal characteristics of a sound
waveform and the response characteristics of the basilar
membrane �e.g., Reccio and Rhode 2000�. The temporal
waveform shape may also influence the internal representa-
tion of sound on the bird basilar papilla, but this interaction
between stimulus and response characteristics of the papilla
has been less well explored. The aim of the present study
was to examine how temporal response properties of the
avian basilar papilla interact with the waveform shape and
spectral characteristics of complex sounds using behavioral
masking methods. Masking of a probe tone was measured
for harmonic complex maskers with varying phase spectra.

a�Portions of this work were presented at the 141st Meeting of the Acoustical
Society of America, Chicago, IL, June 2001 and the 6th International Con-
gress on Neuroethology, Bonn, Germany, August 2001.
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Component phases were selected to provide systematic
changes in the temporal waveforms of the maskers without
altering the long-term amplitude spectrum.

Variations in the phase spectrum of a harmonic complex
sound may produce large differences in waveform shape and
in the temporal pattern of instantaneous frequencies within
the waveforms. The maskers used in this study were con-
structed with harmonic component starting phases selected
according to a modification of an algorithm developed by
Schroeder �1970�

�n = C�n�n + 1�/N , �1�

where �n represents the phase of the nth harmonic, N is the
total number of harmonics, and C is a scalar �Lentz and Leek
2001�. Phase spectra for several of the complexes are de-
picted in Fig. 1�a�. The Schroeder-phase stimuli feature
monotonic changes in phase across frequency that produce
upward or downward sweeps in instantaneous frequency
within each period of the complex, as illustrated in Fig. 1�b�.
The direction of frequency sweep may be reversed by alter-
ing the sign of the Schroeder algorithm �left versus right
columns in Fig. 1�b��. The speed of frequency sweep may be
manipulated by the choice of constant scalar in the phase
selection algorithm �Lentz and Leek 2001�. Complexes made

with the same scalar value, but opposite sign, result in time
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reversed waveforms, with phases increasing �positive
Schroeder� or decreasing �negative Schroeder� and instanta-
neous frequency decreasing or increasing, respectively.

Because none of these phase manipulations has any ef-
fect on the long-term frequency spectra, a theory of masking
based entirely on the spectrum would predict equal masking
from all of these Schroeder complexes. However, the origi-
nal negative and positive Schroeder-phase maskers �i.e.,
those with a scalar C of ±1.0� can produce large masking
differences in humans �Smith et al. 1986; Kohlrausch and
Sander 1995; Carlyon and Datta 1997a; 1997b; Summers
and Leek 1998; Lentz and Leek 2001; Oxenham and Dau
2001�. This effect has been attributed to cochlear processing
mechanisms that may interact with the stimulus phase spec-
trum to produce an altered “internal” waveform. Kohlrausch
and Sander �1995� proposed that the mammalian basilar
membrane alters the shape of the positive Schroeder-phase

FIG. 1. Phase spectra �a� and temporal waveforms �b� for several of the
harmonic complex maskers. Each waveform is constructed of equal-
amplitude cosine tones from 200 to 5000 Hz, with a fundamental frequency
of 100 Hz. Phases were selected according to scaled modifications of the
algorithm shown in the lower left corner of �a� ��n= the nth harmonic, N
=total number of harmonics, and C=a scalar�. Three periods �30 ms� are
shown for each temporal waveform.
masker such that the corresponding internal waveform is
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more modulated than the internal waveform corresponding to
the negative Schroeder-phase masker. This increased modu-
lation creates portions of low energy within each period in
the positive Schroeder internal waveform within which a sig-
nal tone may be more easily detected in a masking task.
Negative Schroeder-phase maskers do not undergo such al-
teration in internal shape, and therefore masking is greater.
Hearing-impaired listeners do not show these large masking
differences between the positive and negative waveforms
�Summers and Leek 1998�. This effect is thought to be re-
lated to the loss of the nonlinear active processing mecha-
nism in a damaged cochlea.

Recent studies have demonstrated dramatic differences
in masking by Schroeder-phase harmonic complexes be-
tween birds and humans when the scalar is ±1.0. In contrast
to humans, the negative-phase and positive-phase waveforms
produce similar amounts of masking of a 2.8 kHz tone in
three species of birds: budgerigars, zebra finches, and canar-
ies �Dooling et al. 2001; Leek et al. 2000�. The differences in
the patterns of masking in birds and humans have been at-
tributed to structural differences in the mammalian and avian
ears. The length of the basilar papilla in birds is an order of
magnitude smaller than the human cochlea �Gleich et al.
1994; Manley et al. 1993�. In addition, the stiffness gradient
along the basilar papilla is steeper in the avian ear �von
Bekesy 1960�. Finally, the frequency-dependent cochlear de-
lay is much shorter in starlings and pigeons than in most
mammals �Gleich and Narins 1988�. These anatomical and
physiological differences undoubtedly affect the nature of the
traveling wave in birds.

To further investigate differences in phase processing by
the inner ears in birds and humans, we used harmonic com-
plex maskers with phase spectra selected according to these
scaled modifications of the Schroeder algorithm to produce
waveforms with envelopes that vary systematically between
highly peaky �cosine phase� and very flat. Both positive-
phase and negative-phase maskers were tested. Maskers with
more modulated envelopes are characterized by faster repeat-
ing frequency sweeps �once each period� and longer low en-
ergy portions, and maskers with flatter envelopes contain
slower repeating frequency sweeps and very short low en-
ergy portions. The internal phase characteristic of the basilar
membrane �or basilar papilla� in the region of maximum dis-
placement for a particular frequency may be estimated by
finding the least effective scaled Schroeder-phase masker
�Lentz and Leek 2001�. The phase spectrum of this masker is
assumed to approximately cancel the phase characteristic of
the cochlea in the frequency region of the signal, thereby
creating an internal within-channel waveform with a highly
peaked shape �effectively, a cosine-phase internal wave-
form�. In this way, psychophysical measures have been used
to estimate the phase characteristic of the human basilar
membrane by determining the least effective masker in a set
of scaled Schroeder-phase stimuli. In humans, the least ef-
fective masker varies somewhat across listeners and across
frequency, but is always a positive-phase masker for mid- to

high-frequency signals �Lentz and Leek 2001�. These results
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in humans suggest that the internal waveforms corresponding
to the positive-phase maskers are more modulated, enabling
a probe tone to be more easily detected.

In this study, the phase response of the basilar papilla in
birds was investigated in order to infer temporal characteris-
tics of the traveling wave. Budgerigars, zebra finches, and
canaries were tested in a masking paradigm using stimuli
similar to those used for testing humans �Lentz and Leek
2001; Oxenham and Dau 2001�. In addition, as a control,
three humans were tested using the same methodologies used
in testing birds. Thresholds for detecting tones embedded in
waveforms with systematically varying shape were measured
using the Method of Constant Stimuli and operant condition-
ing techniques.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

Three adult zebra finches, three adult budgerigars, and
three adult canaries were used as subjects. The birds were
kept on a normal day/night cycle correlated with the season
and maintained at approximately 90% of their free-feeding
weights. For comparison, three young adult humans �labora-
tory staff members� also participated in the experiment. All
birds and humans had hearing within normal limits for their
species, as shown by their audiograms. Animal housing and
care met all standards of the University of Maryland Animal
Care and Use Committee �ACUC�, College Park, MD. All
research was approved by the ACUC and the Internal Re-
view Board.

B. Stimuli

Stimuli were harmonic maskers and maskers plus a sig-
nal tone. The masking stimuli were constructed by summing
equal-amplitude tones from 200 to 5000 Hz, with a funda-
mental frequency of 100 Hz. The phases of the tones were
selected according to a modification of the Schroeder-phase
algorithm �Eq. �1�� described earlier. Maskers were gener-
ated for scalars �C� ranging between −1.0 and +1.0. These
two end-value scalars result in the original Schroeder-
negative and Schroeder-positive phase maskers used in ear-
lier masking studies. When C=0.0, a highly modulated
cosine-phase waveform is produced, characterized by a very
high peak once each period with low-amplitude energy dur-
ing the rest of the period. Negatively valued scalar stimuli
have a rising frequency sweep within the masker period, and
positively valued scalars have a falling frequency sweep
within each period. Changing the scalar changes the rate of
the frequency sweep, in that scalars closer to zero produce
more rapid frequency sweeps than those close to ±1.0. Seven
examples of these masker waveforms are depicted in Figure
1�b�. The different scalars generate maskers on a continuum
of both frequency sweep rate within each period and relative
proportion of low versus high energy within each period.

Twenty-one scalars were tested for zebra finches and 13
scalars were tested for budgerigars and canaries. The
maskers were 260 ms in duration with 20 ms raised-cosine
rise/fall times. The maskers were presented at a level of

80 dB SPL �63 dB SPL per harmonic component�. The sig-
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nal was a 2.8 kHz tone added in phase to the 2.8 kHz masker
component. The duration of the signal was the same as the
masker, including the rise and fall times.

Stimuli were created digitally by summing waveforms at
the component frequencies with the appropriate phases and
amplitudes. All stimuli were created off line and stored as
files for playback during the experiment. The sampling rate
was 40 kHz. Each set of stimuli included a masker waveform
alone, and a number of masker-plus-signal waveforms, at
several signal-to-masker ratios. The signal level at threshold
is reported as the level of the signal component added to the
masker in decibels �dB� relative to the level of each masker
component.

C. Testing Apparatus

The birds were tested in a wire cage �23�25�16 cm�
mounted in a sound-isolation chamber �Industrial Acoustics
Company, Bronx, NY, IAC-3�. A response panel consisting
of two microswitches with light-emitting diodes �LEDs� was
mounted on the wall of the test cage just above the food
hopper. Microswitches were tripped when a bird pecked the
attached LED. The left microswitch served as the observa-
tion key, and the right microswitch served as the report key.
During test sessions, the behavior of the animal was moni-
tored by a video camera system �Sony HVM-322�.

Test sessions were controlled by a computer �IBM Pen-
tium III�. The digital stimuli were output to a KEF loud-
speaker �model 80C� via Tucker-Davis modules at masker
levels of 80 dB SPL. Stimulus calibration was performed
using a Larson-Davis System 824 sound level meter �model
824�. Stimulus intensities were measured with a 1

2-in. micro-
phone attached to the sound level meter via a 3-m extension
cable. The microphone was placed in front of the keys in the
approximate position occupied by the bird’s head during test-
ing. Masker intensities were measured several times during
the experiment to ensure that stimulus levels remained con-
stant and the entire system was calibrated.

D. Training and testing procedures

Birds were trained by standard operant auto-shaping
procedures �Dooling and Okanoya 1995� to peck two keys
constructed of LEDs attached to microswitches. Birds
pecked at the left key �observation key� during a repeating
background for a random amount of time between 2 and 7 s
until a target stimulus was alternated with the background
sound. If the bird pecked the right key �report key� within 2 s
of this alternating pattern, it received access to food from a
hopper for 1 or 2 s. The dependent variable was percent
correct on trials involving an alternating sound pattern. Fail-
ure to peck the report key within 2 s of the alternating pat-
tern was recorded as a miss, and a new trial sequence was
initiated. Thirty percent of all trials were sham trials in which
the target sound was the same as the background sound. A
peck to the report key during a sham trial was recorded as a
false alarm, and the test chamber lights were extinguished for
5–15 s. Birds typically exhibited false alarm rates between 3
and 10%. Average false alarm rates were 3.50% for budgeri-

gars, 4.77% for zebra finches, and 2.82% for canaries. Data
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from sessions with false alarm rates higher than 18% were
discarded. In all, 0.7% of all sessions for the budgerigars,
5.3% for zebra finches, and 0% for canaries were excluded
from analysis.

For each Schroeder-phase scalar masker, signal levels in
0.4, 1, or 2 dB steps were presented using the Method of
Constant Stimuli �Dooling and Okanoya 1995�. Signal levels
within a condition were selected to bracket the presumed
threshold, and psychometric functions were developed. Birds
ran a minimum of 300 trials for each Schroeder-phase
masker, and the last 200 trials once behavior stabilized
�threshold did not change more than 1/3 the step size� were
used for analysis. Thresholds were defined as the level of the
tone detected 50% of the time, adjusted by the false alarm
rate �Pc*= �Pc−FA� / �1−FA�� �Dooling and Okanoya 1995;
Gescheider 1985�. For comparison, three humans were tested
with earphones on the same sounds using similar procedures.
In order to estimate a phase response across frequencies, one
bird of each species was also tested with signal frequencies
of 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 kHz using several of the maskers.

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows individual masked thresholds for a
2.8 kHz signal in dB �re. the level of each masker compo-
nent� for zebra finches, budgerigars, canaries, and humans
�panels �a� through �d�, respectively�. Thresholds for each
subject are plotted as a function of scalar value C. Each bird
species shows a general pattern of high thresholds at the
scalar extremes �+ or −1.0�, with a drop in threshold near the
center of the scalar range. The variability of the scalar result-
ing in minimum masking within bird species is quite small,
and across bird species there is a systematic effect of wave-
form shape produced by different selections of component
phase. The pattern shows a release from masking for each
bird species for scalars that are just slightly negative �i.e.,

−0.1 and −0.2�. This scalar does not produce the most highly
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modulated external waveform. Rather, the most highly
modulated waveform is produced by a scalar of 0.0, a cosine-
phase wave.

Humans show a different pattern of thresholds across
scalar values than do birds. Although there are differences
due to phase selection, the minimum masking for humans
occurs for maskers with positive scalars. Moreover, the least
amounts of masking in humans occur over several positive
scalars, resulting in a much broader minimum, on average,
than was observed in birds. These results are consistent with
the results of an earlier study of humans by Lentz and Leek
�2001� who found a minimum masking scalar for humans at
a signal frequency of 3 kHz �near the signal frequency tested
here� ranging between +0.5 and +1.0, but with considerable
variability across subjects.

Figure 3 shows the mean values for each species.
Shaded areas indicate the minimum amounts of masking.

FIG. 2. Thresholds for a 2.8 kHz tone
�dB signal re. masker component� em-
bedded in harmonic complex maskers
for individual zebra finches �a�, bud-
gerigars �b�, canaries �c�, and humans
�d�. The abscissa indicates the scalar
value used to construct the masker
waveform. Values closer to 0.0 corre-
spond to more modulated masker
waveforms; values closer to ±1.0 cor-
respond to flatter waveforms.

FIG. 3. Average thresholds for a 2.8 kHz tone embedded in harmonic com-
plex maskers for zebra finches, budgerigars, canaries, and humans. The ab-

scissa indicates the scalar value used to construct the masker waveform.
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These average functions highlight the species differences in
the shape of the masking functions with more sharply de-
fined minimum masking regions for the birds and a relatively
shallower and broader minimum for humans. All three spe-
cies of birds show a similar pattern of masking across scalars
and this pattern is different from that observed in humans.
Budgerigars have overall levels of masking that match most
closely those of human listeners at the negative scalar values
but not at extreme positive scalar values. Zebra finches and
canaries show patterns that are quite different from humans,
and both show similar masked thresholds at negative and
positive scalar values. A two-way repeated measures analysis
of variance �ANOVA� indicated that there was a significant
between-subjects effect of species �F�3,8�=13.67, p
=0.002� and a significant within-subjects effect of scalar
�F�12,96�=36.20, p�0.0001�. Furthermore, there was a sig-
nificant interaction of species and scalar �F�36,96�=3.83, p
�0.0001�. A post-hoc Bonferroni t test showed that data
from zebra finches and canaries were significantly different
from humans �p=0.025 and p=0.003, respectively�, and that
budgerigar data were different from canary thresholds �p
=0.010�. In general, the release from masking across scalar
values �i.e., the largest difference in threshold across thresh-
olds� is greater in the bird species than in humans, with zebra
finches showing the largest release from masking and hu-
mans the least.

As a check on the generalizability of the results obtained
at a signal frequency of 2.8 kHz, we also tested one bird of
each species at three other signal frequencies �i.e., 1.0, 2.0,
and 4.0 kHz�. Figure 4 shows that while the overall amount
of masking at each signal frequency varied somewhat, all
three birds still showed similar patterns of masking. The least
masking occurred at 1.0 or 2.0 kHz for all species, and the
most masking occurred at 4.0 kHz. These overall masking
differences probably reflect the critical ratios at these fre-
quencies, with increasing critical bandwidths at the higher
frequencies for all these bird species �Okanoya and Dooling
1987�.

The release from masking �maximum-minimum amount
of masking� that occurs with changes in scalar value is sum-
marized in Fig. 5 for each frequency. All three species
showed the smallest release from masking due to a temporal
waveform shape for a 1.0 kHz signal. The zebra finch and
canary showed the largest release from masking at 4.0 kHz,
while the budgerigar showed the largest release from mask-
ing at 2.8 kHz. This species difference in masking parallels
species differences in other masking phenomena such as
critical ratios which are larger for zebra finches and canaries
than for budgerigars �Okanoya and Dooling 1987�.

Interestingly, the minimum amount of masking occurs at
a negative scalar for all birds and does not change consider-
ably across frequencies in birds. These results are plotted in
Fig. 6. The relatively small change in the scalar producing
the least masking in birds is in contrast to results reported for
humans. The data from humans taken from Lentz and Leek
�2001� are plotted for comparison and show an inverse rela-
tion between the scalar value resulting in minimum masking
and signal frequency. Lentz and Leek suggested that this

relationship reflected the curvature in the phase-by-frequency
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map of the basilar membrane. The similarity in minimum
masking scalar at different frequencies of the birds would
argue that their phase curvatures are constant across fre-
quency.

IV. DISCUSSION

Thresholds were measured in three different species of
small birds, as well as in humans, for tones embedded in
maskers that varied in waveform shapes from highly peaked
to quite flat. Thresholds in all species varied as a function of
temporal waveform shape, but different patterns of masking
emerged between birds and humans. The results of this study
provide further evidence that temporal waveform shape af-

FIG. 4. Masked thresholds for 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 kHz tones �dB signal re-
masker component� for a zebra finch, a canary, and a budgerigar. The ab-
scissa indicates the scalar value used to construct the masker waveform.
fects masking in birds differently than in humans.
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Earlier comparative studies of Schroeder-phase masking
in humans and birds have shown that in humans, differences
between the original positive and negative Schroeder-phase
maskers �i.e., with a scalar of ±1.0� were on the order of 15
to 20 dB, but birds’ thresholds were not more than 3–8 dB
apart, depending on the fundamental frequency of the masker
waveforms �Leek et al. 2000; Dooling et al. 2001�. Further,
the more effective masker in humans was always the nega-
tive Schroeder-phase masker, but the positive-phase masker
usually produced slightly more masking in birds. These two
characteristics, larger differences in Schroeder-phase mask-
ing in humans than in birds and the opposite sign of the more
effective masker across species, were taken to reflect basic
differences in cochlear structure and function between hu-
mans and birds. Leek et al. �2000�, however, also showed
that there were some large differences in masking effective-
ness in birds for harmonic complexes constructed in cosine
phase �here, a scalar of 0.0� and random phase, differences

FIG. 5. Average differences in masking effectiveness of the harmonic com-
plexes that produced the maximum and minimum amounts of masking of
1.0, 2.0, 2.8, and 4.0 kHz tones in a zebra finch, a canary, and a budgerigar.

FIG. 6. Scalar values corresponding to the harmonic complexes that pro-
duced the minimum amount of masking for different frequencies in a zebra
finch, a canary, and a budgerigar are compared to values reported in humans
by Lentz and Leek �2001�. The arrow above the data point for humans at
1.0 kHz indicates that the true masker producing the minimum amount of

masking was probably greater than those reported.
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on the order of 15–20 dB. Recall that random-phase wave-
forms are likely to have relatively flat envelopes, and cosine-
phase waveforms are highly peaked.

The results from that earlier study �i.e., Leek et al. 2000�
indicated that, under some circumstances, the waveform
shape could have a large effect on masking in birds, notwith-
standing the similar amounts of masking for the positive- and
negative Schroeder-phase waves. This actually foreshadowed
the finding here, that, given the appropriate scaled Schroeder
waveform, reflecting perhaps a “matched” phase curvature in
the cochlea of birds, the large Schroeder-phase differences in
masking found in humans would be observed in birds. In
other words, the lack of a large difference in birds between
masking by positive and negative Schroeder-phase wave-
forms observed in earlier studies may have been because the
phase spectra were incorrectly chosen for the avian cochlea.
When an appropriate choice is made of monotonic phase
change across frequency, and, as a result, an appropriate
within-period frequency sweep rate, differences in masking
effectiveness may be as large for all three bird species as in
humans. This, in turn, suggests that the same mechanisms
underlying these large masking differences due to waveform
shape may be found in both mammalian and avian auditory
processing.

In humans, the release from masking for the positive-
phase Schroeder waveforms is thought to result from a can-
cellation between the phase of the stimulus and the phase of
the auditory filter at the frequency place of the signal. This,
in turn, is thought to occur because of characteristics of the
traveling wave on the basilar membrane. The data reported
here for birds also show masking differences in response to
systematic phase changes in these harmonic complexes. Not-
withstanding large differences in morphology and physiol-
ogy between avian and mammalian cochleas, a similar ex-
planation might be advanced in birds. Major differences in
cochlear anatomy and mechanics include the much shorter
length of the papilla, the distribution and types of hair cells,
the configuration of hair cells into a matrix of support cells,
but without the pillar cells found in mammalian cochleas,
and the relatively larger and thicker tectorial membrane in
avian ears than in mammalian ears, to name but a few �see
Gleich and Manley �2000� for a comprehensive review of
bird ear anatomy and physiology�. These differences are all
likely to have an impact on the traveling wave and sound
processing mechanisms that have been implicated in mask-
ing by harmonic complexes in humans.

Harmonic complexes with flatter temporal waveform
shapes are generally more effective maskers than complexes
with more peaked waveform shapes in birds and in humans.
However, none of the species tested demonstrated the lowest
thresholds with the peakiest masker waveform �C=0�, but at
less peaked harmonic complexes, in the positive Schroeder-
phase maskers for humans and for negative Schroeder-phase
complexes in all bird species. In a pattern that is consistent
with previous studies that involved the original Schroeder
complexes �i.e., C= ±1; �Dooling et al. 2001; Leek et al.
2000��, similar amounts of masking were observed here for
the positive and negative stimuli in birds. For nearly all

scaled stimuli used here, the symmetry between waveforms
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scaled by plus and minus one was notable in all birds. The
pattern of results for human listeners was markedly different.
As in previous reports, negative- and positive-phase com-
plexes produced very different amounts of masking, and the
lowest threshold occurred at a positive-phase scalar in hu-
mans �Lentz and Leek 2001; Oxenham and Dau 2001�.

Kohlrausch and Sander �1995� and Lentz and Leek
�2001� have argued that the patterns of masking by
Schroeder-phase complexes may be used to estimate the
phase characteristic of the auditory filters centered in regions
of the signal frequencies tested. For these scaled versions of
the Schroeder complexes, the scalar that produces the least
amount of masking at a given signal frequency indirectly
indicates the rate of change of phase as a function of the rate
of change of frequency across the auditory filter. That is, the
second derivative of the phase-by-frequency function in the
masker waveform producing the least amount of masking
among these stimuli is the phase curvature in the signal fre-
quency region of the basilar membrane �but of opposite
sign�. As pointed out by Kohlrausch and Sander �1995�, the
Schroeder-phase waveform has a constant curvature given by
the quantity �

� =
d2�

df2 = C
2�

Nf0
2 . �2�

Applying this equation for C=−0.1, the scalar producing
the minimum masking for budgerigars and finches, and −0.2
for canaries, gives an estimate of the cochlear phase curva-
ture of 1.28�10−6 and 2.56�10−6, respectively. Note that
the sign of the cochlear phase curvature is opposite to the
sign of the phase curvature in the waveform. For humans, the
scalar value that provides minimum masking for a signal of
3.0 kHz is +0.75 with the same masker stimuli used in this
study �Lentz and Leek 2001�, so the curvature of the co-
chlear phase characteristic in that frequency region is esti-
mated to be −9.62�10−6. These comparative data suggest
that the phase change across frequency in humans is at least
four times as rapid as in birds and is in the opposite direc-
tion.

The differences in the curvature of the phase character-
istic are also reflected in the temporal features of the travel-
ing wave in birds and humans. The species differences in
masking patterns observed in this study might be explained
by examining the interaction between those features and the
phase spectra of the stimuli. Based on the cochlear frequency
map provided by Gleich �2000� for the starling, the signal
frequency of 2.8 kHz used here would fall at about 0.8 mm
from the base of the cochlea. According to traveling wave
velocities reported by �Gleich 2000�, the time for a stimulus
to arrive at the appropriate region of the cochlea would be
about 0.4–0.5 ms. In humans, in contrast, the place on the
cochlear map that processes 2.8 kHz is about 14 mm from
the base �Greenwood 1961�, and the time required for the
traveling wave to arrive there is some 6.5 to 7.5 ms �Donald-
son and Ruth 1993�.

The minimum masking produced by a Schroeder-phase
complex should occur in the region where the movement of
the cochlear partition maximally compensates for the wave-

form shape of the external stimulus to produce a highly
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modulated internal masker. This should occur for a scaled
Schroeder-phase masker that matches the time of arrival of
the signal component in the stimulus with the time of arrival
of the traveling wave in the cochlea, but with a reversed sign
to just compensate for the traveling wave. Thus, in birds we
need a scaled Schroeder masker in which the 2.8 kHz com-
ponent arrives at about 0.5 ms into the period of the wave-
form, and for humans, we require a masker in which the
2.8 kHz component arrives about 7 ms into the period. Re-
call the stimulus characteristics: frequencies ranging from
200–5000 Hz, with a fundamental period of 10 ms. Recall
also that as the absolute values of the scalars approach 0.0,
the rate of change of frequency increases. These facts, along
with the recognition that the signal frequency of 2.8 kHz is
clearly about midway into the frequency range of the masker,
indicate that the minimum masker for birds will be a much
smaller scalar than that found for humans. In fact, by observ-
ing the time course of the frequencies within each period of
the masker for each scalar, we may calculate that a scalar of
−0.1 will produce a masker that reaches the 2.8 kHz compo-
nent in about half a millisecond, and, perhaps significantly, it
is that scalar that provides the least amount of masking in
most of the birds in this study. A scalar of +0.5 to +0.7
results in maskers in which the 2.8 kHz component arrives
from 6–7 ms into the period, and it is this region that pro-
vides the least amount of masking in humans. Thus, to a first
approximation, the time of arrival of the signal frequency in
the masker might be thought to just compensate for the time
of arrival of the traveling wave in response to the masker-
plus signal. This would suggest that a harmonic complex
with frequencies arranged to occur in a glide lasting no more
than the maximum latency from base to apex of a given
cochlea would provide the best estimate of travel time in the
cochlea. The complexes used here were 10 ms in glide time
�within period�. Perhaps something more on the order of
1–3 ms would better suit the shorter cochleas of birds, and
in fact the glide times in the scaled stimuli with a scalar of
0.1 to 0.3 requires approximately that much time within each
period to extend across the frequency range, regardless of the
actual period of the stimulus. In other words, perhaps the
bird papillae are simply too short to support different phase
alterations across frequency. The papilla of zebra finches and
canaries is 1.6 mm, and it is about 2.1 mm for budgerigars
�Gleich et al. 1994; Manley et al. 1993�. Thus, an upward-
sweeping within-period glide occurring in about 1.03 ms in
zebra finches and canaries and about 1.3 ms in budgerigars
may be the temporal limits for introducing a phase change,
compared to around 10 ms in humans.

Gleich and Manley �2000� proposed that the main stimu-
lus to the hair cells in the avian basilar papilla is likely re-
lated to the resonance of the tectorial membrane �TM�, and is
indirectly influenced by the vibratory motion of the basilar
membrane. The frequency-dependent motion of the basilar
membrane would first activate those cells over it, the effer-
ently innervated hair cells, producing active movement in the
stereociliary bundles. This movement would feed mechanical
energy into the TM in phase with the stimulus. Movement of
the TM would then activate afferently innervated hair cells.

According to this model, altered representations in response
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to different input phases must occur subsequent to the mo-
tion of the basilar membrane. The near-zero scalars that pro-
duce minimum masking in the birds for all three frequencies
tested might suggest that there is little phase change imposed
by cochlear processing in the bird, which would be consis-
tent with only small changes to basilar membrane motion, in
contrast to the large and frequency-dependent phase lags ob-
served in mammalian cochlear processing.

Taken together, the comparative results on masking by
harmonic complexes by birds and humans along with previ-
ous findings of enhanced discrimination of temporal fine
structure in harmonic complexes by birds �Dooling et al.
2002� invites speculation about a match between the tempo-
ral features of bird song and auditory specializations for per-
ceiving song. The vocalizations of many birds are well char-
acterized by temporal precision, rapid frequency sweeps, and
in some cases, complex harmonic patterns �Greenewalt
1968�. There is strong evidence for species-specific percep-
tual specializations enhancing the perception of species-
specific calls �Dooling and Searcy 1979; Okanoya and Dool-
ing 1991�. More recent investigations show that birds are
acutely sensitive to changes in the temporal fine structure of
these natural vocalizations �Lohr et al. 2000� and evidence
from studies of the neuromuscular activity of the syrinx
show control of extremely fine temporal and spectral detail
�see Suthers and Zollinger 2004 for review�. Thus, the curi-
ous differences between humans and birds in the processing
of these harmonic complexes may be a reflection of auditory
processing especially suited for decoding the fine detail in
bird vocalizations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

These data provide a psychophysical description of the
phase response of the avian basilar papilla. As in previous
reports of masking by Schroeder-phase harmonic complexes
in birds, we have shown that temporal waveform shape can
affect masking in birds and humans in very different ways.
Further, we have demonstrated that the least effective scalar
Schroeder-phase masker in birds is different from that of
humans at the same frequency channel. In birds, the least
effective masker has a scalar value close to zero and has a
negative phase. In humans, the least effective masker varies
somewhat, but is always a positive phase. These results
likely reflect fundamental anatomical and physiological dif-
ferences in cochlear phase response between birds and hu-
mans, in particular differences in lengths of the basilar mem-
brane and basilar papillae, and differences in delay as a
function of frequency of the traveling wave. These differ-
ences may underlie some demonstrated cases of birds being
able to hear fine detail in their vocalizations to which hu-
mans are insensitive.
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